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New non-price indices from FTSE Group and GWA 
 
 
London – July 14, 2005: - FTSE Group (FTSE), the global index provider, and Global 

Wealth Allocation Limited (GWA), the global research and financial advisory firm, announced 

today that they are working together to create seven new ‘non-price’ strategy indices for 

the global equity market. The new indices will cover all stocks in the FTSE All-Share Index 

and the FTSE All-World Developed Index. They will be available in the autumn.  

 

Wealth Allocation Strategy Indices offer investors diversification, low tracking error, which 

means reduced risk, and higher return. GWA develops wealth weights for all companies in 

FTSE’s indices, not by market capitalisation, but by net income, cash flow, and book value. 

These measures of company wealth creation are taken from the Profit and Loss Statement 

and Balance Sheet. The result is an active investment strategy that is ‘wrapped’ in an index. 

It offers institutional investors an alternative to market cap index funds for core portfolios. 

The seven new non-price strategy indices are: 

 FTSE GWA UK 

 FTSE GWA Europe 

 FTSE GWA All-World Developed 

 FTSE GWA All-World Developed ex UK 

 FTSE GWA All-World Developed ex USA 

 FTSE GWA All-World Developed ex Japan 

 FTSE GWA All-World Developed ex Australia 

 

David Morris, Chief Executive of GWA said, “In the long run, growth of a company’s share 

price must follow the growth of the company’s underlying wealth. A FTSE GWA wealth 

allocation strategy index avoids short-term price volatility. It provides a long term, non-

speculative, investment approach with a built-in bias to buy low and sell high.” 

 

Mark Makepeace, Chief Executive of FTSE Group said, “Wealth allocation investing provides 

a new innovative approach to indexing, which will appeal to many investors looking for an 
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alternative to cap-weighted indices. Investors will welcome the availability of these new 

products.”  

 

Investment consultants are supporting the introduction of these new non-price indices and 

Legal and General Investment Management as well as State Street Global Advisors are 

expected to provide indexed funds based on the new FTSE GWA indices. 

 

- ends - 

 

Journalists wishing more information should contact:  

Global Wealth Allocation 

David Morris   +44 207 917 9979, david.morris@globalwealthallocation.com  

 

FTSE Group 

Nicky Gardner    +44 207 448 1821, media@ftse.com 

 

 

Notes to Editors 

 
About FTSE Group 
 
FTSE Group is a world-leader in the creation and management of indexes. With offices in London, Frankfurt, 
Hong Kong, Madrid, Paris, New York, San Francisco, and Tokyo, FTSE Group services clients in 77 countries 
worldwide.  It calculates and manages the FTSE Global Equity Index series, which includes world-recognised 
indexes ranging from the FTSE All-World Index, the FTSE4Good series and the FTSEurofirst Index series, as well 
as domestic indexes such as the prestigious FTSE 100. The company has collaborative arrangements with the 
Athens, AMEX, Cyprus, Euronext, Johannesburg London, Madrid, NASDAQ and Taiwan exchanges, as well as 
Nomura Securities, Hang Seng and Xinhua Finance of China. FTSE recently signed an agreement with Dow Jones 
Indexes to develop a single sector classification system for global investors. 

 
FTSE indexes are used extensively by investors worldwide for investment analysis, performance measurement, 
asset allocation, portfolio hedging and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds. Independent 
committees of senior fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and other experienced practitioners review 
all changes to the indexes to ensure that they are made objectively and without bias.  Real-time FTSE indexes 
are calculated on systems managed by Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.   

 

 About Global Wealth Allocation 
 
GWA was incorporated in July 2003 as a financial advisory and research company to market Wealth Allocation 
Investing. The company is currently 100% owned and operated by its CEO, David Morris, who developed the 
process in 1996. GWA advises clients based in London and the US. Our mission is to make Wealth Allocation 
Investing the preferred choice of institutional investors for their core portfolios. 
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